The role of NK cells in the regulation of experimental metastasis in a murine lymphoma system.
This report describes the role of natural killer (NK) cells in regulating the localization of two closely related murine lymphomas (ASL1 and ASL1w) to various organ sites. These tumors are phenotypically similar yet differ in their overall malignancy and experimental metastatic pattern. Both tumors show similar patterns of migration in kinetic studies, however, they vary in their NK susceptibility. Cold target inhibition analysis and assessment of susceptibility to cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) suggested that the NK resistance of ASL1 was due to the lack of expression of a relevant target structure(s) required for NK recognition. The role of NK cells in regulating the growth of the tumors in vivo was studied by altering NK cell levels in recipient mice prior to tumor injection. Neither NK cell depletion nor augmentation affected the growth of the NK resistant ASL1 tumor but NK depletion significantly shortened the mean survival time (MST) of recipients of the NK sensitive ASL1w tumor as well as changed its metastatic pattern; conversely, NK augmentation significantly increased the MST of ASL1w recipients. These data suggest that NK cells play a critical role in determining the metastatic characteristics of the ASL1w lymphoma.